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The Location of Hysteresis Phenomena in Rochelle Salt Crystals
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Measurements of the elastic properties of an unplated
crystal, the piezoelectric constant f&4, and the clamped
dielectric constant of a Rochelle salt crystal show that
practically all hysteresis and dissipation effects are asso-
ciated with the clamped dielectric properties of the crystal.
A theoretical formulation of the equations of a piezoelectric
crystal has been made which takes account of the dissipa-
tion effects. The formulation is given for the polarization
theory. The frequency variation of the clamped dielectric
constant when interpreted by Debye's theory of dielec-

trics, modified to take account of hysteresis losses, indi-

cates that there are two components, one of which has
associated with it at high viscous resistance, whereas the
other one does not. The nonviscous component has a
dielectric constant of about 100 at O'C and is probably
due to the displacement of the ions in the lattice structure.
The viscous component has a dielectric constant of about
140 at O'C and is probably due to the dipoles of the
Rochelle salt. Both components have higher dielectric
constants and hysteresis between the Curie points indi-

cating a cooperative action of the molecules for both
components in this temperature region.

I. INTRODUCTION

' 'T has been pointed out in several recent
~ - papers'" that the large changes, with tem-

perature, of the dielectric constant, the elastic
constant, and the piezoelectric constant d14 of a
fully plated Rochelle salt crystal are due, funda-

mentally, to the variation of the clamped dielec-

tric constant of the crystal with temperature. It
is the purpose of the present paper to show that
the large dissipation associated with the motion
of a Rochelle salt crystal is also due practically
entirely to the hysteresis and viscous resistance
associated with the elements contributing to the
clamped dielectric constant and is not associated
with the elastic motion of the lattice elements of
the crystal or with the piezoelectric constant f14
which determines the ratio between mechanical
force applied to the crystal lattice and the
electrical polarization of the crystal.

At low frequencies the principal eff'ect of
dissipation is to produce large hysteresis loops in

the charge-potential curve as shown by Fig. 1,
taken from a paper by Mueller. 4 When the
crystal is prevented from moving by applying an
external force to it, the magnitude of the
dielectric constant and hence the charge through
the crystal becomes less as shown by Fig. 1.This
follows from the fact that, as the motion of the
lattice is inhibited, the additive polarization

produced by this motion is eliminated and hence
the charge does not rise to so high a value.
Cutting down the additive polarization. also cuts
down the size of the hysteresis loop.

When the impedance of a vibrating crystal is

measured near its resonant region, the eAect of
the dissipation is shown by the finite value of the
resistance at the resonant frequency of the
crystal. In a former paper, ' the resonant and
antiresonant frequencies of a 45' X-cut crystal
having the dimensions, length=2. 014 cm; width
= 0.418 cm; thickness= 0.104 cm were measured
as a function of the temperature and were

plotted on Fig. 1 of that paper. At the same time
the resistance at resonance was measured. The
complete data are given in Table I.

II. LOCATION OF HYSTERESIS EFFECT

The source of the large dissipation in X-cut
Rochelle salt crystals, might conceivably lie in a
mechanical hysteresis of the motion of the crystal
lattice, in a hysteresis or lag in the piezoelectric
constant, or in the clamped dielectric constant.
In order to determine which source was causing

' W. P. Mason, Phys. Rev. 55, 775 (1939).
~ A. N. Holden and W. P. Mason, Phys. Rev. 57, 54

(1940).' H. Mueller, Phys. Rev. 57, 829 (1940).
4 H. Mueller, Phys. Rev. 47, 175 (1935).

FIG. 1. The change of the hysteresis curve of Rochelle
salt with pressure (t=0'). (1) free crystal, (2) pressure
1 kg/cm2 on both sides, (3) pressure 7 kg/cm' on both
sides. Maximum field 2 kv/cm.
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the hysteresis effect, measurements were made of
each of the properties of the crystal separately.
To measure the mechanical properties separately
it is necessary to measure the elastic properties of
a bare crystal without plating since, as shown in
two former papers, ' ' in an unplated crystal the
piezoelectric properties are eliminated. The
elastic constant of a 45' X-cut crystal was
measured and shown in the data, of Table I, f~,
by measuring such a crystal between widely
spaced electrodes. It was desired however, to
measure the dissipation also and this is diAicult

by this method. The method used here was to
glue an approximately half-wave-length unplated
Rochelle salt crystal to a half-wave-length quartz
crystal and measure the change in resonance
frequency and measured resistance of the quartz
crystal caused by the added Rochelle salt crystal.
This method used originally by Quimby and
Balamuth' has been used widely to measure the
elastic constants and internal dissipation of many
metals. The frequency constant is measured by
the change in frequency of the quartz crystal,
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~ L. A. Balamuth, Phys. Rev. 45, 715 (1934).

TABLE I. Resonant and antiresonant frequencies of a 45'
X-cut crystal. In this table fg is the resonant frequency and fz
the antiresonant frequency of the fully plated crystal, fM the

frequency of the same crystal per cm without plating and RE
the electrical resistance of the crystal at the resonant freqnency.
The fifth column shows the coegcient of electromechanical
coupling as defined previously or in this paper, while the
sixth column shows the ratio q of reactance to resistance of
the motional impedance of the crystal. This is found by
taking the reactance of the coil of the equivalent circuit of
the crystal shown. on Fig. 2, and dividing by the measured
resistance.

while the internal resistance is measured by the
change in resistance of the crystal at the resonant
frequency. Then, knowing the density of the
specimen measured, all the elastic properties can
be determined. As shown by Eqs. (47) of the next
section, the impedance of such a specimen near
its half-wave-length frequency can be regarded as

/vV CIY'

Cl Rl Ll

C

Rp Cp

/VV ll
il

FrG. 2. Equivalent electrical circuit of longitudinally
vibrating crystal. Co and Ro are capacitance and resistance
associated with the longitudinally clamped dielectric con-
stant. CI RI and LI are the capacitance, resistance and
inductance associated with the motional properties of the
crystal.

equivalent to that of a series resistance, mass, and
compliance, and the internal dissipation can best
be expressed as a ratio g of the reactance of one
of these elements at the resonant frequency to the
resistance at resonance. Figure 3 shows a meas-
urement of the frequency constant fM and the g
of an X-cut crystal with its length 45' from the
Y and Z axes, having the dimensions L=2.015
cm; W=0.4 cm; T=0.1 cm. The values of f~
agree well with those given on Table I. The g of
the crystal is high outside the Curie region except
above 40'C when the crystal is approaching its
melting point. Inside the limits of the Curie
points, the g is appreciably lower.

If the piezoelectric stress is proportional to the
polarization it has been shown by Mueller, ' that
the elastic constant of a bare or .unplated crystal

~ depends somewhat on the piezoelectric constant
and the dielectric properties of the crystal. The
question arises whether the measured lowering of
the g and frequency constant between the Curie
points, where the piezoelectric effect is high, can
be due to this interaction. The question is con-
sidered theoretically in the next section, and it is
there shown that the theoretical change in the
complex elastic constant is much too small to
account for the measured results. We conclude,
therefore, that between the two Curie points a
small but definite change takes place in the
elastic constants of the crystal. '

6 This change in the complex elastic constant is probably
related to the spontaneous deformation observed by
Mueller. ' This would cause a slight change in the lattice
spacings and hence a slight change in the elastic constant
between the Curie points.
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FrG. 3. Measurement of the frequency constant and the
ratio g of reactance to resistance for mechanical motion
of an unplated 45' X-cut Rochelle salt crystal.

It can be shown theoretically that, if all other
sources of dissipation are small compared to the
elastic dissipation, the electrical g of a crystal as
shown on Table I will be equal to the mechanical

g as measured on Fig. 3. The fact that the
electrical g is much lower, shows that mechanical
hysteresis plays a negligible part in the hysteresis
loops observed for low frequency measurements,
or the low electrical g's measured on Table I.

We next consider the possibility of hysteresis
effects in the piezoelectric stress-polarization
relationships. This requires measuring directly
the piezoelectric constant fr4 which relates
piezoelectric stress to the polarization in the
absence of a strain in the crystal, or the voltage
generated in the crystal by a given strain in the
absence of a charge .on the surface. The latter
proportionality is the easier to measure for it can
be measured by comparing the open circuit
voltage generated by a 45' X-cut Rochelle salt
crystal with the open circuit voltage generated for
a quartz crystal when both are subject to known
relative strains. The experimental method of
accomplishing this is shown on Fig. 4. We have a
long longitudinally vibrating quartz crystal, with
the plating divided into two parts, as shown on

Fig. 4, glued to a 45' X-cut Rochelle salt crystal
with a small amount of plating at its center. The
first pair of plates are attached to an oscillator
which drives the crystal at the frequency of its
second harmonic vibration. The length of the
Rochelle salt crystal is adjusted so that it is half a
wave-length at the second harmonic resonant
frequency of the crystal. The voltage gathering
electrodes cover only a small part of the quartz or
Rochelle salt crystals and are located at a node

+n =fi4lty~/2c44&22, (2)

where f,4 is the piezoelectric constant, c44 the
shear modulus, s22' the inverse of Young's
modulus along the length of the crystal, and l&

the thickness of the crystal ~ Similarly, the open
circuit voltage for quartz is

Eq 4~dr2'y„l&/Ks2~' 1——.312 X 10' l,y„(3——)
for the quartz crystal used. , This was a —18.5'
X-cut crystal7 and the measured constants were

3.89 -I= 1.6 P
Ii&-' -:XPX/7YA

LATOR ~ ~ UATOR

.055

I
ROCHELLE SALT

(DIMENSIONS IN CM)

FIG. 4. Circuit and apparatus for measuring the
piezoelectric constant f14 of Rochelle salt.

/ I

DETEC-
TOR I

7 This crystal is described in "Electrical wave filters
employinp quartz crystals as elements, " W. P. Mason,
Bell Sys. Tech. J. (July, 1934) Appendix 1.

of the motion where the strain is a maximum and
is uniform for some distance on either side of the
node since it follows a cosine law. The voltages
generated by each crystal are connected alter-
nately to a very high impedance detector and
compared in magnitude. Since the glued joint
between the Rochelle salt and the quartz comes
at a loop in the motion very little strain is placed
on it and hence the displacement of the glued
quartz edge is the same as that for the glued
Rochelle salt edge. Since the length of the section
of the quartz bar used for pick-up is somewhat
longer than that of the Rochelle salt bar, it is
evident that the Rochelle salt bar will be some-
what more strained than the quartz bar. It can be
shown theoretically that the strain at the centers
of the two bars are opposite in sign and equal,
respectively, to the ratio

yy~/yz~= —U&/Uz= —509/420= —1.212 (1)

for the quartz and Rochelle salt cuts used, where

V, and V& are, respectively, the velocity of
propagation in quartz and Rochelle salt and y&&

and yy, are the strains in the Rochelle salt and
quartz bars, respectively.

It is shown in the next section, Eq. (26), that
the open circuit voltage developed in the Rochelle
salt bar is
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d12 691X 10 ' X=4 55 ' s22 1455 X 10
On account of the small capacitance of the quartz
element, not all of this voltage appeared across
the output for, because of the distributed
capacitance around the crystal, an attenuation of
voltage occurred. As near as could be determined
the static capacitance of the crystal was 3.25 ppf
while the distributed capacitance was 2.75 ppf,
giving a measured voltage of

Bq= 7.11X 104 /]yy. (4)

On account of the large capacitance inherent in
the Rochelle salt element, about 90 ppf, this
source caused no appreciable error in the Rochelle
salt voltage. When the two voltages were com-
pared it was found that at 30'C the Rochelle salt
crystal voltage was 1.41 times as large as the
quartz voltage. This gives the value for f&4 equal
to

upon inserting the values of the constants meas-
ured previously' for Rochelle salt.

While on account of the difficulty of measuring
the distributed capacitance of the quartz bar, the
absolute value given by this method is not very
accurate, the relative values obtained over a wide
temperature range are very accurate since the
distributed capacitance remains constant at all
temperatures. Accordingly the value of f&4 was
measured over a wide temperature range with the
results shown on Fig. 5. It appears that the
constant fr4 is an absolute constant of the
material and does not change with temperature.

The phase angle of the constant could be
determined by measuring the relative phases of
the quartz generated voltage and the Rochelle
salt generated voltage. This, however, is a
difficult experiment to perform and has not been
attempted here. The fact that f~4 has a negligible
phase angle however is shown by the measure-
ments discussed below.

Since it can be shown that there is no appreci-
able lag or hysteresis with respect to either the
elastic constant or piezoelectric constant, it
appears that all of the hysteresis and dissipation
must be associated with the clamped dielectric
constant. In order to verify this, it is desirable to

f, 4 ——2c44s~~'(Jt &!its) X (ys, jyvz) X 1.41

X 7.11 X 104 = 7.58 X 104 (5)

7.8X I04

4 7.6

0
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50

FIG. 5. Measurement of the piezoelectric constant f14 over
a wide temperature range.

introducing the measured values into this
equation.

To obtain the dielectric dissipation, a crystal
having the dimensions, length=4. 03 cm; width
=0.8 cm; thickness=0. 2 cm was obtained, i.e. ,

with all dimensions twice those of the crystal of
Table I, and the electrical impedance of -the

crystal was measured at the frequencies corre-
sponding to the temperatures of Table I. The
results translated into dielectric constant and
series resistance in ohms per cubic cm are shown
on Fig. 6 by the solid lines. It is evident that con-
siderable dielectric dissipation is obtained par-
ticularly between the Curie points. Above 40'C,
the dissipation again increases because of the

measure the dielectric constant and the asso-
ciated resistance of the clamped crystal. On
account of the difficulty of clamping a crystal so
that no strain occurs, this cannot be completely
accomplished. If, however, we use a long, thin,
longitudinally vibrating crystal arid measure its
impedance at twice the longitudinal resonance
frequency of the plated crystal, a very similar
result will be obtained. This follows from the fact
that, at twice the natural longitudinal resonance,
half the crystal will be compressed and the other
half extended so that the charge contributed by
the piezoelectric effect will be zero for a crystal
which has a continuous plating over the whole
surface. This condition is discussed in more detail
in the next section and it is there shown that
what will be measured is essentially a resistance
R corresponding to the resistance associated with
the clamped crystal in series with a capacitance
determined by the dielectric constant El.~, which
is related to the clamped dielectric constant K by
the equation

4n. 4~ fg, ' t' 1 ~ 4m -0.0179, (6)
Ey.g E C44 i 4C44S22 ) E
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FIG. 6. Measurement of the longitudinally clamped
dielectric constant and associated series resistance of a 45'
X-cut crystal. .

increase in leakage resistance as the crystal
approaches its melting point. This increase agrees
with the increase that can be obtained by direct
current measurements.

If all the dissipation associated with the crystal
is concentrated in the clamped dielectric constant,
it is shown in the next section that the electrical
resistance of a vibrating crystal measured at the
resonant frequency will be

Rl:, 7r'L, R/Sl l——„,

where R is the dielectric resistance per cubic
centimeter associated with the clamped dielectric
constant which has been measured as shown on

Fig. 6. To test this relationship, we can make use

of the measured electrical resistance RE of Table
I. This resistance multiplied by the factor

ltIIly 8 0'418 X2'014 X8 =6.63
l& 7t-' 0.104X9.89

is shown plotted by the dotted lines of Fig. 6.
The good agreement between this curve and the
solid line curve of the dielectric dissipation is a
proof that practically all the dissipation in the
crystal is located in the clamped dielectric con-

stant. All of these measurements were made for
low voltages, i.e., less than 5 volts per cm. Since
it is shown in the last section that the resistances
measured were largely due to hysteresis, the
question arises as to whether these resistances
will vary with the voltage applied. This was

tested over a 30 to 1 voltage range by measuring
the resistance RE at resonance, and it was found

that the variation was very small indicating that
the areas of the hysteresis loops for low charge

densities were approximately proportional to the
square of the applied charge or voltage.

H. Mueller (reference 3 footnote 21) has objected to
the theoretical results given in reference 1. In this
he appears to be incorrect, for substantially the same
results are obtained with the equations of reference 1.
With the set of data given in Table I I of reference 3, and
a value of c44 = 11.6 X 10" the value of f14 = 7.2 &(10'. From
the same data and the theoretical formulation given in
reference 1, the result is f14= 7.2X10 . A comparison of the
814 constant as defined by Voigt for the two methods is
shown below.

PC

24.7
25,7
28.2
31.0
34.2
38.0
40.2
42.0
47.5

d14 (MUELLER)

67.7)&10 6

37.2
20.6
12.8
9.1
6.65
5.88
5.07
4.0

d14 (MASON)

67.4)(10 s

37.4
20.6
12.8
9.2
6.57
6.05
5.00
3.92

III. THEQRETIcAL FQRMULATIQN QF THE EQUA-

TIQNs oF MQTIoN TAKING AccoUNT
OF DISSIPATION

Equations for piezoelectric crystals have been
obtained by assuming that the piezoelectric
stress is proportional to the potential gradient
(Voigt), internal electric field (Mueller, 1935),
charge density on the electrodes (Mason), or
polarization (Mueller, 1940). When one meas-
ures the elastic, electric, and piezoelectric con-
stants of a Rochelle salt crystal over a wide
temperature range, he finds that all of the elastic,
piezoelectric and dielectric constants vary widely
with temperature, plating condition, etc. , on the
basis of the first two theories. Under the last two
theories, the elastic and piezoelectric constants
are entirely normal and vary little with tempera-
ture, while the clamped dielectric constant has a
temperature variation entirely consistent with
the cooperative phenomenon existing among the
molecules of the crystal. For this reason the latter
two theories are to be preferred.

Because of the high dielectric constant in

Rochelle salt, these two theories give results
identical within less than one percent. ' If, how-

ever, we regard the piezoelectric effect as an
internal phenomenon, as is usually done, the
polarization formulation is theoretically correct
and will be followed here. If the force is propor-
tional to the polarization, Mueller has shown that
to the elastic constant 1/c44 one has to add a small

quantity fq4'/4~c44' which is usually less than 0.3
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percent of 1/c44. The eRect on the dissipation is
more marked as is shown in this section. The
measurements of the complex elastic constant
given in Fig. 3 show that between the Curie
points the dissipation of the unplated crystal is
considerably higher than outside this range. To
see if the polarization theory can account for this
effect without assuming a change in the elastic
constants, the formulation of the polarization
theory taking account of dissipation is given in
this section.

The free energy per cubic centimeter 4 of the
crystal can be written for Rochelle salt in the
form

—X,=C»X, +C&.y„+C»Z„
—I'.=C44y:+f14P6 1,

F-*=f14y.+X1Pv.v

(10)

It was shown in the previous section that
practically all the dissipation associated with the
motion of a Rochelle salt crystal was associated
with dissipation of the clamped dielectric con-
stant. If all this dissipation is of the viscosity
type, i.e. , determined by the rate of change of
polarization, the resulting equation can be de-
termined from a dissipation function of the type

F= ', (Rv,P, '+Rv, P„'+—Rv,P,').

Then from Lagrange's generalized equations, the
last of Eqs. (10) becomes

C'= 2(cllx +c22y„+c33z +c44y +c6's +c66x„)

+ (C1 X yv+ C13X s +C23y „s )

+ (f14y*P*+f26s.P,+f3626 P*)

+ 2 (x1P*'+x2P, '+x3P*'), (9)

where P, P„, P, are the components of the
polarization, x„,y, are the strains in the
crystal, c;& are the elastic constants of the-
crystal, f;& are the piezoelectric constants of the
crystal, and x; are the reciprocals of the electric
susceptibilities of the clamped crystal, i.e. , free
from strain.

By differentiation with respect to the strains
we obtain the stresses (—X,=BC/6Ix, ) while the
field strength (potential gradients) are given by
E,=BC/67P This will .furnish nine equations,
three each of the following type

Hence
PI, ——RIIP»'.

Af Af A
Ra= .

P 2 4~2fvp 2 4~2f3 2F 2

(14)

(15)

where ~& is the susceptibility of the condenser.
If we introduce this value into Eq. (12) we

have

F-*=f14y*+Lxr+j ~(%1+R.) 1jP.=f14y.

+(x1+j46R,)P,=f14y, +x1,P„(16)
where R~ represents the combined effect of the
hysteresis and viscosity resistances and x&, de-
notes the complex quantity (X1+j46R1).

In measuring the constants of a crystal with a
field applied along the X axis by dynamic means,
a longitudinal vibration of a long thin crystal
with its length 45' from the V and Z axis is

usually employed. The equations of use for an
X-cut crystal are

—X =C»X +Cy2yy+C)3Z,

—Y„=C12X*+C22y +C238,
—Zz = C j.3X*+C23y„+C33~„
—Yv= c44yv+ f14P„

&.= (x1+i ~R1)P.+f14y.

(17)

F-.=f14y*+X1P.+RviP.
=f14y, +(x1+j46Rv, )P, (12)

for simple harmonic motion.
A dissipation function of the type shown by

Eq. (11) cannot represent a hysteresis effect, for
at a slow rate of change of polarization, the effect
of the resistance R.~ disappears. In fact a
hysteresis effect is strictly a nonlinear effect and
cannot be represented by any linear dissipation
function. By analogy with the same effect oc-
curring in iron core coils, however, a hysteresis
effect can be represented as far as bridge, current,
or other measurements which average the result
of a complete cycle, by a resistance which varies
inversely as the frequency. The energy loss per
cycle is the area of the charge-potential loops of
the type shown on Fig. 1, while the power loss is
this area multiplied by the frequency or

Pr. =area f=Af

The power loss in a resistance R& required to
represent this loss is
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By solving this set of linear equations we can also
express the equations in the form

—Xg =S11Xx+$12Yy+S13Zz)

—y„=s»X, +s22 Y„+S23Z„

Sz =$13Xs+S23Vy+S33Zz)

—y, =s44 Y,+d14E,

P =d14Y,+~1E„

(18)

C12 C22 C23 (19)

C13 C23 C33

and 6» is the determinant obtained from this by
suppressing the first row and first column.
Similarly

d14 f,4/D; s4——4= (x1+j4yR))/D; K)= C14/D,

where D =c44(x1+j40R)) f,s' — . (20)

The s11, s12, s13, s22, s23, s33 constants are the
compliances of the crystal which can be measured
by mechanical means when the crystal is plated
or unplated. The compliance s44 is the compliance
of the crystal when E,=O or when the crystal is
plated and short circuited. Similarly d14 is the
ratio of the strain to the applied field when Y,=0
or the crystal is free to move, and ~1 is the
susceptibility of the crystal when Y,=O or the
crystal is free to move. We note that the three
constants s44, d14, and ~1 involve a resistive
component and, hence, will show hysteresis
effects when measured statically. Since c44, f\4,
and X1 do not involve the state of elastic defor-
mation, and only one of them shows hysteresis
effects, we regard these as the true constants
of the crystal and shall use them in further
calculations.

We note first that if the crystal is free to
vibrate, which happens when Y,=0, that

and hence

14= ——P
C44

&.= [x) f14'/C44+j y)R) jP—., (21)

x1 f)42/C44=xy, w—here xy is the inverse of the

where s11 611//6; s23=——623/6, etc. , where 6 is the
determinant

C11 C12 C13

susceptibility of a free crystal. Hence, we see that
if all the dissipation is concentrated in the
clamped dielectric constant, one should measure
the same resistance R1 whether the crystal is
prevented from moving or not.

In calculating the motion of the rotated crystal,
it is desirable to obtain the constants of the
rotated crystal. This can be done by means of the
transformations given in reference 1 appendix I.
For the crystal cut perpendicular to the X axis
and rotated' so that its length, designated the Y'
axis is 45' from the Y and Z axes, the equations
become

—X = C11X + 2 (C12+C13)yy + 2 (C12+C13)s-

+ 2 (C13 C)2)y*

~y 2 (C12+c13)xz+4 (c22+css+2c23+4c44)yy

+4(C22+Css+2C23 4C44)sz

+-,' (Css —C„)y,'+f14P.,

Zz 2 (c12+c13)xz+4 (c22+c33+2c23 4'c44)yy

+ 4 (C22+C33+2C23+4C44)sz

+ ,'(c33 c»)y,-' f14P„(2—2)

Y = (Cls C12)X + 4 (C33 C22)yy

+-,'(css —c22)s,'+-;(c22+css —2c„)y,',

F,= (X1+jy)R))P, +f14(y„' s,')—
Solving these equations by letting X,=Z, '

= Y,'=0 we find

1/C44+$22+Sss+2$23

f14P* 4
+

2c44 1/c44+s22+S33+2S23
(23)

f14 f s22+s3'1+2s23
E,=P, x,+j4yR—

C44 k 1/c44+$22+$33+ 2$23I

f14yy+
2c44 1/c44+$22+$33+2$23

We designate

f,4' fs)2+s'33+2s23
X1- ! =xcc, (24)

c44 41/c44+$22+$33+2$23)
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—4'(1/c44+s22+s»+2s22) =s2» (25)

indicating that it is the inverse of the suscepti-
bility measured when the crystal is longitudinally
clamped, i.e., prevented from moving along the
length but not along the width or thickness. This
is a measurable quantity as shown in section II.
We have, also, that

and
f14 B3'v

2c44s22'(Xz. c+j cpR) By

Eliminating BP,/By we have

B Y„' 1 By„'- f„' ( 1

By s22' By 4c44's22' EXz,c+j c&R~

(29)

the true elastic compliance along the direction of
the length of the crystal.

With these values, Eqs. (23) become

1 Bpy
(1—k') (30)

Sg2 Bg

y„' f14P,
+

$22 2c44$2g

/
43'o

E*-P*fxz,c+j ~Rz]+
2c44$y, 2

(26) B2$ 1 B2$
p = (1—k').

Bt s22' By
(31)

where k the electromechanical coupling is com-
plex because of the resistance associated with the
inverse susceptibility Xz,z.

Since y„=Bg/By we have, finally,

(1 —k') B2(
0 =(o2$+

pS22 Bg(2&)Q =E /42r+P .

To these we add another equation relating the
charge on the surface per unit area of the crystal For simple harmonic motion, this reduce to

to the voltage and polarization, namely,
(32)

We have also from Newton's laws of motion for This complex equation is satisfied by
the bar (=Kzcosh (A+jB)y+K2sinh (A+jB)y, (33)pB2$/Bt2 = —B Y„/By, (28)

(34)

provided that
where P is the displacement of any point from its
equilibrium position. &o2+(A+ jB)2(1 k')/p—s22 ——0.

For a plated crystal the field 2, is constant
along the length of the crystal, so that differ Introducing the value of (1—k') from (30) and

entiating Eq. (26), we have noting that

B Y„' 1 By„' f14(BP,/By)

Bp $22 Bg 2C44S22

xzc f14 /4&44 s22 =Xl f14 /&44=xty (35)

we have, solving Eq. (34) for A and B

—(XzXzc+~2R2)+[(Xzc2+~2R2)(X~2+~2R2)]' '*, (Xzc) ' ~R (Xzc
M(ps22 )»' ='co(ps22

2(xp2+cv2R2) E XF ~ 2XggE XF )
(36)

, (x~xzc+~'R)+[(xzc'+~'R')(x~'+~'R')]'1'
23 =a)(Ps22')'* ='~(ps22') '(x zc/x F) '

12(x 2+402R2)

The approximate forms given are good provided 40R/xzc and coR/X2 (1which is usually the case.
We solve for the constants K1 and K2 o'f (33) in terms of the conditions existing when y =0. Then

when y=0, sinh (A+j B)y=0 and

Similarly,
K1 ——$1.

B)/By=y„=K1(A+j 8) sinh (A+j B)y+K2(A+j 8) cosh (A+jB)y.

(37)

(38)
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Hence

A+jB (A+ jB)(1 —k')—
~~1'+ S22,

2c44s 4'(xLc+j ~R)
(39)

introducing the results of (26). Hence, using these values of X& and Xp in Eqs. (33) and (38) and using
the velocity

in the equations we have the two relations
$=jco$ (40)

s»' f14Ex
/=$4 cosh (A+ jB)l„—

~ ~
Y&, +

L p(1 —k')) 2c44s»'(xLc+j plR)
sinh (A+jB)l„;

(41)

Yy+-
2c44s22 (xLc+f4oR)

~&1+
2c44s» (XLc+$4oR)

cosh (A+j B)l„

—$~(p(1 —k')/ '
s&4)'* sinh(A+j B)l„.

To these equations we can add a third

E. 1 1
Q=—+&.=E. —+

4~ 4~ xl.p+j~R

14/ y

(42)
2c44s22 (XLc+j4oR)

crystal of length l„, vibrating freely we set
V, = Yll, =0 in Eq. (41) and solve for b and g&

obtaining

f&4E, tanh (A +jB)l„/2
(45)

2c44$94 (xLc+j poR) ((1—k')/s»')&

Inserting these in (44) and collecting terms we
Integrating this with respect to y noting that have
y„'=Of/By, we have

1 1
Qp E,l,l„l ———+

4m yl. p+ jcoR

f44($: pl) l ~—
(43)

2 4 c4&'s( x+L cj4oR)

where Qp is the total charge on the surface of
width I,„.The current will be the time rate of
change of the charge so that for the whole crystal
we have

jo)/„l„4z"1+
47rl & xi.e+jo)R

k' tanh (A+j B)l„/2q
&&( 1+ [ . (46)

1 —k' (A+j B)l„/2

This impedance is equivalent to a capacitance
Cp l l„/4~l& repr——esenting the capacitance be-
tween the plates if the crystal were absent, in

parallel with a capacitance and resistance in
series having an impedance equal to

( 1 1 i l„I„
i =j~E] —+

E44r yLC+j4oR~ ll

(«/l-l. )LR jxLc/—
and these in parallel with a third impedance

(47)

f44(f 4 54)1-
(44)

2c44s»'(y Lc+j4oR)

where E is now the applied voltage since E,=E/ll.
Equations (41) and (44) can be used to obtain the
electrical impedance of a crystal for any me-
chanical terminating conditions.

To obtain the impedance of a fully plated

l, —

t
1 —k'q l„

(x.c+f-R)I, it(A+iB)
j(ol„.l„ k' ) 2

ly
ycoth (A+jB) . (48)—

2J

We are interested in the value of this impedance
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near the resonant frequency which occurs when
Bl„/2=2r/2. Introducing the approximation for-
mulae for A and B given by (36) this impedance
becomes

l1 2r j f XLCXE ) 2r ~f
l.,l„8 42 EXLC —Xr) 4 fa

(49)

RE+ (j /14 ~E) L2l2f/fa]

Comparing (49) and (50) we have

where Af is the difference in frequency between
the actual frequency fand the resonant frequency
fa Nea. r the resonant frequency, this impedance
is the same as that for a coil and condenser in
series with a resistance which has the impedance.

R*f14

$22 8rC44S22

XLC+j~R1 f14y,
'

E.. 1+
4' 2C44S22

(52)

or eliminating 8, we have

f14—v'=
$22 - 4c44 $22 (42r+XLC+ j~R)-

I

(1—ka 2) (53)
S22

SurfaCe, equal ZerO, Or 8,/42r= I', .—IntrOduCing
this relation in (26) and eliminating P, we have

lg m'

Rg —— —R;
l 1„8

2f14'l l„/l4
cg ——

& c44 $22 XLC (1 f14 /4c44 $22 XLC)

pxLC (c44 $22 ')l,l„/l~
LE ——

2 14

(51)

where k~ is the coupling coefficient for the bare or
unplated crystals. $22'/(1 —ka') is the complex
compliance constant for the bare crystal which is
somewhat different from the natural mechanical
constant. Differentiating (53) with respect to y
and substituting in (28) we can obtain the
equations of motion for the bare crystal in the
manner employed above. We find

g= P1 cosh (Aa+jBa)l,

f' S22—V„'! ! sinh (Aa+jBa)l„
(p(1 —ka-') j

(54)
Y„=Y» cosh (Aa+j Ba)l„

f p(1 —ka2)l '$1!,—!»nh (AB+ZBB)l (54)
S2' i

/—v pS22
(Aa+jBa) =

1 f14'/4c44'$—22 (4m +XLc+j (uR)

f4~+ XLC) '
!

=' ~(P$22') '!
E 42r+Xp )

At the resonant frequency, RE is the value of this
arm and since this resistance is very small com-
pared to the shunting impedances of the other
two arms, the impedance measured at the
resonant frequency will be the resistance Rz.

If, now, we measure the electrical impedance of
the crystal at twice the resonant frequency fa, the
impedance of (48) becomes very large and can be
neglected compared to the other two arms. where
Furthermore due to the high dielectric constant
of Rochelle salt, the impedance of Co is large
compared to the second arm, and hence if we
measure the impedance of the crystal at this
frequency as was done on Fig. 6, we obtain the
impedance

(l1/l l„)(R jxLC/~)—(47)

In the first section, a measurement was made
of the elastic constants of a 45' X-cut crystal
without plating. In order to determine what
constants of the crystal will be measured for this
case we can start with Eqs. (26) and (27) and
impose the condition that Q, the charge on the

cuR(f14'/4c44'$22 )
X +j (55)

2(42r+XF) (42r+XLc)

The method of measuring the impedance of the
unplated bar employed in the second section in

effect measures the impedance of a half-wave-
length bar free to move on the far end. From (54)
and (55) the impedance at the driven end near the
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FtG. 7. Measurements of the clamped dielectric constant
and associated series resistance of a 45' X-cut Rochelle
salt crystal for three frequency ranges. Solid lines are
measurements at 80 kc, dotted lines at 160 kc and dot-dash
lines at 1000 cydes.

To see if this change in mechanical constants
inherent in the polarization theory can account
for the difference in the measured constants in
the Curie region noted on Fig. 3, we see from (58)
that the frequency constant for the bare crystal
should be

4'F+XF q
' 1 ( f44'

f~=I I
fM= fM '1 ——

I

~4X+XL,t.) 87r 44c44 sp2 )
All of the constants entering (59) depend very
little on the temperature and show no appreciable
change between the Curie points. From the
values of the constants determined in a former
paper, '

half-wave-length frequency is

(p(1 —k&')l ~

~M+j X&&=I-, I
t»h (A&+jB&)l„s„' )

we have
s22' ——3.16X10 "

f14 =fM(1 —0.00126).

f44=7 8X10; c44=12 52X10';

(60)

(p(1 —&s')&"
(tanh AI4l„+j tan B14l„)

sg2'

( p)~ — (~R f 42

+j—I
-. (56)

Es29) E 32F' 4c44's»' fF)

This corresponds to a series resistance, mass, and
compliance having the values

( p p' (a&R fq4
&M=/

ES~2') (1284r c44's22')

That is, the resonant frequency fl4 should be
under the natural mechanical resonant frequency
fM by about 0.1 percent, and this value should be
independent of the temperature. Hence the
lowering in frequency between the Curie points
must be due to an elastic change in the crystal.
The same result is obtained for the ratio g of the
reactance to resistance of the unplated crystal.
At the temperature +5'C of the highest value
of R, the g of the crystal if all of the dissipation
were due to the dielectric loss would-be

2s2~'l„ I iv
x'l„l]

pl„l,ly

2

(57) 32m X (12.52X10")'X3.16X10 "
g=

85,000X 16,000 X (7.8 X104)'/9 X 10"

The dissipation of the bar is usually defined by
taking the ratio of the reactance of one of these
elements to the resistance at the resonant
frequency or

27rELM 327rc44's, 2'

II
II

(Cp-C

= 5.45 X 10'. (61)

&M fs&fi4'

( 4~+gF q ~

(47r+XLc) 2l„(ps22 )'
(58) II

II

CO C(XI Ry

FIG. 8. Equivalent circuit for application of Debye's
dielectric theory.

In this equation, R must be expressed in c.g.s.
electrostatic units rather than the practical units
used on Fig. 6. This requires dividing the ohmic
resistance by 9X10

FIG. 9. Generalization of Debye's theory to include
hysteresis resistance in one of the components.
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This is considerably higher than the g measured
at any temperature, and hence the g measured
must have been due to the elastic properties of
the crystal.

parallel with another source which has in effect a
series resistance of the viscous type as shown on
Fig. 8. Combining these two sources, they have
an impedance variation given by the equation

IV. SEPARATIQN oF DIELEGTRIc AND Loss CoM- Z
PONENTS IN THE. CLAMPED

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

—j (1 —C„/Cp) j a&r(1 —C„/Co)
1 +

Q)C 1+6) T 1+M 7
(63)

At very low frequencies, ' all measurements
made indicate that the clamped dielectric con-
stant rises to a high uniform value between the
two Curie points and falls off outside this region.
At higher frequencies, the clamped dielectric
constant rises to a maximum at the two Curie
points and falls off between them as shown by the
solid line of Fig. 7. This was obtained from the
data of Fig. 6 by using the Eq. (24).

where ~ the relaxation time is given by

r =R(Cp —C„)C„/Cp. (64)

At low frequencies the impedance will be that of
the sum of the two capacitances whereas at high
frequencies it will approach that of the capaci-
tance C„. When the product of co~ is unity, the
effective capacitance will be the mean of the two
capacitances and the resistance will be a maxi-
mum and equal to

4o 4o f14 f sop+sop+ $23—=' —+
K Zr. c c44 & 1/c44+so. +$33+2$3o)

—jtCp —C )
2' E CpC

(65)

+0.0179, (62)
Xgg

inserting the measured values for these constants
which are all nearly independent of the tempera-
ture. Following Debye's theory" of dielectric
losses and dielectric constants, this divergence
with frequency indicates that we are dealing with
two or more dielectric sources in parallel.

Debye's theory considers the case of one
dielectric source considered dissipationless, in

This theory cannot be applied directly to
Rochelle salt since most of the resistance associ-
ated with the. dielectric constant is of the
hysteresis type 'which, according to Eq. (15),
varies inversely as the frequency. The case of
interest here is that shown on Fig. 9, where we
have a capacitance (Cp —C„) in series with a
hysteresis resistance (H/co) and a viscosity
resistance R&, all shunted by a second capacitance
C„. For this case the impedance measured as a
function of frequency will be

—j (1—C„/Cp) [1+j(Hr/Rv+(or) (1+H'(Cp C)'C„'/Cp') —j1—
GD C~ (1+2pp»ro/Rv+~oro)(1/H (Co —C ) C /C o)

(66)

where r the relaxation time is now defined as

r = Rv (
H'+-

C„'(Co—C„)')
In case R~ ——0, the equation becomes

»'(CoC )(1—C./Co)'+ j(1—C./Co)H
Z=—1+

Co 1+H'(1 —C~/Cp) 'C~'

(67)

(68)

This is shown for example by the static measurement of Sawyer'and Tower (Phys. Rev. 35, 269 (1930)) and Brad-
ford (B.S. Thesis, M. I. T., 1934) on the dielectric constant in the center of the hysteresis loop for a free crystal. Both
measurements show a dielectric constant nearly independent of temperature between the Curie points. If this is in-
terpreted according to (21) this indicates a constant clamped dielectric censtant between the two Curie points.

~OSee P. Debye, Polar Molecules (Chemical Catalogue Co., New York, 1929); and E. J. Murphy and S. O. Morgan,
"The dielectric properties of insulating materials, " Bell Sys. Tech. J. I'7, 640 (1938).
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and the capacitance remains constant while the
effective resistance decreases inversely as the
frequency.

In order to see if such a combination will

account for the change in the dielectric constant
noted, the clamped dielectric constant was de-
termined at several frequency ranges. Figure 7

shows the clamped dielectric constant and the
associated series resistance for the frequencies
shown on Table I. The dielectric constant and
series resistance was measured at twice this
frequency by using the crystal whose dimensions
are given on Table I and measuring the longi-

tudinally clamped dielectric constant at twice the
frequencies of Table I. The result is plotted on

Fig. 7 by the dotted lines. As can be seen the
dielectric constant is somewhat smaller and the
resistance is about half as large. Another meas-

urement at 1000 cycles was obtained by using the
measurement of Dr. G. T. Kohman on the
dielectric constant and associated dielectric losses
for a Rochelle salt crystal free to vibrate. The
clamped dielectric constant was obtained from

the equation

4~ 47i- 4m

+fg4'/c44 = +0.0485, (21)
E Xp Ep

introducing the measured values for f~4 and c44.

The resistance measured was unchanged since
from Eq. (21) the same resistance should be
measured for a free or clamped crystal.

Above the Curie point the coincidence of all

the measurements of the dielectric constants
indicate that the viscous resistances are negli-

gible. Up to 40'C most of the dissipation is due
to a hysteresis type resistance as shown by the
fact that the measured resistance varies nearly
inversely as the frequency. Above 40' the effect
of an ohmic shunt resistance is felt due to the
leakage properties of the crystal near the melting
point. At the Curie point the viscous resistance is
still small and the clamped dielectric constant
attains nearly its full value. When the tempera-
ture is between the Curie points the effect of the

viscous resistance on one of the components
becomes larger and as a result the dielectric
constant approaches that of one component only.
At 4'C, this value is nearly reached as is shown

by the fact that the dielectric constants measured
at 1000 cycles, 84,000 cycles and 168,000 cycles
are very nearly the same. The resistance associ-
ated with this component is nearly all hysteresis,
as is shown by the fact that the series resistance
is nearly inversely proportional to the frequency.
While the data are not suAicient to give an
accurate evaluation of the dielectric constants
and associated resistances it indicates that we are
dealing with two dielectric components which are
nearly constant with temperature between the
two Curie points. The one having little viscous
resistance associated with it has a dielectric
constant of about 100, while the other has a
dielectric constant of 140. The relaxation time of
the second component is quite large except near
the Curie points since the dielectric constant of
the first component is nearly attained at 1000
cycles.

Since viscous resistance is usually associated
with a rotation of molecules, it seems likely that
the second dielectric component is due to the
dipoles of the Rochelle salt. The first component
which has little viscous resistance is probably due
to the displacements of the ions in the lattice.
Since at optical frequencies the dielectric constant
is in the order of 2.5 there must be some viscous
resistance associated with the ion displacements,
and another component having a much lower

dielectric constant. This component, however,
will not be measured for any radiofrequencies, "
and very high frequency measurements will, in

all probability, measure only the dielectric con-
stant due to the ion displacements. Both com-
ponents are increased between the Curie points
and both components have hysteresis effects,
indicating a cooperative action of the molecules.

"W. Bantle and G. Busch, Helv. Phys. Acta 10, 262
(1937) find that up to frequencies of 7.5)&10' cycles the
dielectric constant does not get below 100,


